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cradle and, boom, she scores.
Weber and Julie are very good
passers. They can also do crease
rolls. That’s why I like having
Julie and Erin back there then
have Andrea cut. She has 106
career goals now. She’s tied for
the all-time lead in our school

history,” Coach Rafferty said.
Power gave the Cougars their
only lead when she rippled the
net within the first five minutes,
but it took less than a minute for
McNeeley to score on an assist
from Voorhees. One minute later,
Weber set up Haggan for a score
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then McNeeley scored unassisted.
With 14:39 left in the half, Weber
scored unassisted. Leu set up
Sarah Ross to make the score, 42, then Haggan, with Weber’s
assist, made the score, 5-2, at
the half.
It took only 35 seconds in the
second half for Power to notch
her second goal then she fed
Hannah Ross to make the score,
5-4. McNeeley scored with assistance from Weber then Hannah
Ross set up Sarah Ross for a
score. Haggan slammed in an
unassisted goal. Power (Sarah
Ross assist) followed with her
third goal then Sarah Ross tied
the score, 7-7, with 9:06 on the
clock.
Haggan answered on Weber’s
assist then Hannah Ross retied
the scored with the help of Sarah
Ross. With 4:09 remaining, Weber scored unassisted to set the
score at 9-8. From that point,
defense was the name of the
game.
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The victory was much needed
for the Raiders, especially since
suffering a stinging 13-12 defeat
in the final second against
Livingston on April 2.
“That Livingston game was a

rough game, but it’s finally nice
to get this win, especially against
Cranford. They are kind of our
lacrosse rivals,” Welch said.
Cranford
Sc. Pl.-Fanwood
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